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a b s t r a c t

In this paper is proposed an indoor navigation system based on the use of Visible Light Communication
(VLC) technology. The proposed system includes tri-chromatic white LEDs with the red and blue chips
modulated at different frequencies and a pinpin photodetector with selective spectral sensitivity. The
optoelectronic properties of the optical sources and photodetector device are analyzed. The photo-
detector device consists two pin structures based on a-SiC:H and a-Si:H with geometrical configuration
optimized for the detection of short and large wavelengths in the visible range. Its sensitivity is ex-
ternally tuned by steady state optical bias. The localization algorithm makes use of the Fourier transform
to identify the frequencies present in the photocurrent signal and the wavelength filtering properties of
the sensor under front and back optical bias to detect the existing red and blue signals. The viability of
the system is demonstrated through the implementation of an automatic algorithm to infer the pho-
todetector cardinal direction.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Lighting market has recently suffered tremendous changes due
to the development of energy saving white LEDs. Besides lighting
purposes the same devices can be used for wireless communica-
tion purposes when integrated in Visible Light Communication
(VLC) technology [1]. Indoor positioning for navigation purposes in
large buildings is currently under research in order to overcome
the difficulties associated with the use of GPS in such environ-
ments, usually restricted by attenuation and shadowing effects.
The motivation for this application is also supported by the pos-
sibility of taking advantage of an existing lighting and WiFi in-
frastructure [2], Indoors navigation can be used in several appli-
cations that extend from the guidance of users inside large
buildings (museums, shopping malls, convention centers, airports,
etc) or provide location-based services and advertisements to the
users when available in consumer electronic products or even for
the automation of some inventory management processes through
the location detection of products inside large warehouses [3].

There are different positioning algorithms for indoors posi-
tioning using VLC that can be broadly divided into three cate-
gories: triangulation, scene analysis, and proximity. In this paper
we use a novel approach to determine localization using a com-
munication system that operates in the visible range with four

white RGB LEDs and a photodetector device based on two stacked
multilayered a-SiC:H/a-Si:H structures [4], [5]. The internal red
and blue chips of the white LEDs are modulated at different fre-
quencies and the device photocurrent is measured under different
biasing conditions. The decoding strategy takes advantage of the
external adjustment of the device sensitivity that makes possible
the identification of the transmitted wavelength and of the output
photocurrent complex Fourier coefficient for the detection of
multiple frequency optical signals [6]. A navigation path is ana-
lyzed and decoded using the proposed positioning algorithm.

The proposed indoors navigation system involves wireless
communication, computer based algorithms and smart sensor and
optical sources network, which constitutes an interdisciplinary
approach framed in cyber-physical systems.

2. Metodology

2.1. Positioning system design

The proposed localization system is based on the use of four
white tri-chromatic LEDs placed on the ceiling and a pinpin pho-
todetector located at the ground level (Fig. 1).

2.2. Tri-chromatic white LEDs

Each LED is assigned to a cardinal direction, through the
modulation at two different frequencies of the red or blue chip of
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the tri-chromatic white LED. The optical characteristics of the LEDs
are summarized in Table 1.

It was assumed that each LED semiconductor chip emitted light
only perpendicular to the semiconductor's surface, and a few de-
grees to the side, which results in a light cone pattern. When the
LEDs are adjacent there is a superposition of the light pattern of
each LED, giving rise to spatial regions that can be assigned to
different light conditions (Fig. 2a).

As the white LEDs are placed in a square geometry, the su-
perposition of the four LEDs results in nine different regions
(Fig. 2b), where the presence of two, three or four optical signals
coexist.

2.3. pin pin photodetector

The simplified cross-section structure of the device used to
detect the transmitted information is shown in Fig. 3. It is a
multilayer heterostructure composed by two pin structures (p-i'
(a-SiC:H)-n/p-i(a-Si:H)-n) built on a glass substrate and sand-
wiched between two transparent electrical contacts, that operates
in the visible part of the spectrum. The front pin a-SiC:H photo-
diode is responsible for the device sensitivity in the short wave-
lengths of the visible range (400–550 nm) due to its minor

thickness (200 nm) and higher band gap (2.1 eV). The back pin
a-Si:H structure (with thickness of 1000 nm) works in the com-
plimentary part of the visible range, collecting long wavelengths
(520–700 nm).

Additional stationary light bias can be used to tune the pho-
todetector sensitivity. Under front optical bias the device exhibits
an increased sensitivity to long wavelengths and a slightly reduced
sensitivity for the shorter ones. For back optical bias this behavior
is reversed, and the sensitivity is enhanced for short wavelengths
and reduced for long wavelengths. The system characterization
included the measurement of the photocurrent signal under the
influence of each LED modulated as shown in Fig. 1 and biasing the
photodetector with front and back steady state light for both red
and blue wavelengths detection (Fig. 3). Based on these results the
device tunable sensitivity by external steady state optical bias was
confirmed. From the ratio of the photocurrent signal measured
under front or back bias and without optical bias, the front and
back optical gains were evaluated, namely, 6 and 0.6 for the red
and blue lights under front bias, and 0.7 and 0.9 under back light.
It is also observed that the rise and decay times of the photo-
current are mainly dependent on the signal wavelength. For red
signals it is observed a lower rise time related to capacitive effects.

3. Results and discussion

In order to test the navigation performance of the system, the
photocurrent signal was measured placing the detector at the
center of the geometrical assembly defined by the four LEDs. Next
the detector was moved towards different directions defining
3 paths to NW, NE and SW (Fig. 4a). In each of these directions the
signal was measured and compared to the signal obtained under
the assumption that in that region only two or three of the LEDs
were ON (Fig. 4b, c) and d).

Results show that the output signal develops differently de-
pending on the impinging optical signals, which are related to the
detector position. In plots of Fig. 4b) c) and d) the dark line
corresponds to the front photocurrent signal measured under the
LEDs pulsed illumination that corresponds to that cardinal direc-
tion (Fig. 2b). The red, green and blue lines correspond to the
photocurrent signals measured with the detector following the
paths shown in Fig. 4a). The observed signals agreement is the key
for the adequate localization.

4. Decoding strategy

As shown in Fig. 2 each region is characterized by different light
signals. As proof of concept we have developed a computer

Fig. 1. Experimental assembly of LEDs and photodetector positioning system.

Table 1
Optical characteristics of the white LEDs at 25 °C.

Red Green Blue

Dominant wavelength (nm) 619–624 520–540 460–480
Luminous intensity (mcd) 355–900 560–1400 180–505
Spectral bandwidth @ 20 mA 24 38 28

Fig. (2. a) Light cone pattern superposition from adjacent LEDs; (b) Cardinal directions assigned to the superposition of the emission cones pattern of adjacent LEDs.
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